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Abstract
Recent studies on nuclear structure by using radioactive isotope beams available at
the RIKEN projectile-fragment separator (RIPS) are introduced. Special emphasis
is given to experiments selected from the recent programs that highlight studies
at iV=20~28; on the large deformation of 30Ne and 34Mg via the in-beam gamma
spectroscopy, and on the particle stability of very neutron-rich nuclei, 34Ne. -)7Na
and 43Si. The RI Beam Factory (RIBF) project is illustrated through review of
such present research activities at RIPS.

1 Introduction

Radioactive isotope (RI) beams, bringing out a high isospin degree of freedom, have given
a great opportunity to investigate nuclei far from stability and to reveal out, new phe-
nomena in extreme conditions of isospin asymmetry. For instance, light and neutron-rich
nuclei have exhibited exotic structures ascribed to new magicity at N=16 and magicity
loss at ./V~8, 20 and 28. Such potentials of the RI beam physics have been demonstrated
by the RI beam programs at the RIKEN accelerator research facility (RARF) since the
RIKEN projectile fragment separator (RIPS) [1] was constructed. To enforce the advan-
tages of RI beams, the RI Beam Factory (RIBF) project has been proposed at RIKEN
aiming to expand the range of radioactive nuclei, and to open tip a new era tor nuclear
physics [2].

In this report, present activities at RARF, especially on nuclear structure of. very
neutron-rich at 7V=20~28, are selected and reviewed. Emphasis is placed on unique
spectroscopic methods and techniques developed on the basis of high intense RI beams
obtained at RIPS, which may exemplify experimental programs at RIBF in future. Then,
the experimental facility at RIBF are introduced.

2 Spectroscopy on very neutron-rich nuclei at 7V=:2O~28

Very neutron-rich nuclei at Z~12 and 7V=20~28 have been very attractive in terms of
exotic deformations at the magic numbers of N=20 and 28.

2.1 iV~20 region

Intensively investigated is the so-called island-of-inversion region around Zssll. and /V«20,
where the nuclei have the tendency toward prolate deformation in spite of the effect of
spherical stability due to the magicity of the neutron number of 20. The large deformation
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has been experimentally suggested, for example, by the extra enhancement of the binding
energies [3, 4], a very low energy of the first 2+ stateand a large B(E2) value [5] for 32Mg.
Theoretically, the possible deformation in this region has attracted much interest and
several recent works are reported using shell models and mean field approaches. One of
the shell models [6] predicts the deformation center at N=22 for the Mg isotopes.

To investigate the nuclear structure in the island-of-inversion region, the in-beam
gamma spectroscopy via several reactions has been developed for fast RI beams, and
extensively applied to obtain nuclear properties through observation of low-lying and
bound-excited states. To find whether and how deformation evolves in the isotopes with
N=22 and lower Z along N=20, the two isotopes, 34Mg and 30Ne, were investigated at
RIPS.

The energy values of low lying excited states in 34Mg were determined from the RI
beam fragmentation [7], where two 7-lines at 660(10) keV and 1460(20) keV were found.
According to the systematics of the 7-ray intensities [7], the strongest line at 660 keV
can be assigned to the 2j*~—>0+s transition, resulting in E(2f)=6&0 keV, and the moxt
strongest at 1460 keV be to the if—>2+ transition. With this assignment, tho value of
E(4t) is 2120 keV. The resulting value of the E{At)/E{2t) ratio is about 3.2, close to
the limit for rotation nuclei, 10/3.

The small E(2f) value of 34Mg observed, which is even smaller than that of J"Mg,
suggests a very large deformation for 34Mg. Indeed, the B(E2) value of 34Mg obtained by
the intermediate-energy Coulomb excitation is 631(126) e2fm4, which is the largest among
the E2 strengths observed for the nuclei in the vicinity of the island of inversion [8].

For very neutron-rich nuclei with low beam intensities, a new technique is being de-
veloped to determine first excited states for even-even isotopes. This technique is based
on the proton inelastic scattering with a liquid hydrogen target to enhance luminosities,
and recently applied for 30Ne [9]. The E(2f) value of 30Ne is determined to be 791(26)
keV, which is almost equal or 100 keV smaller than that of 32Mp;. This result .shows Uial
30Ne has the same degree of deformation as 32Mg.

2.2 JV~28 region

Moving towards a more neutron-rich region with Z~12, i.e., beyond the island-of-invfrsion,
it is of great interest to investigate a possible transition from the intruder configuration
to the normal one and the role of the 7V=28 magicity for the stability of very neutron-
rich nuclei. Stimulated by a recent experimental findings for 44S, possible deformation at
Af~28 has been theoretically discussed.

The neutron-rich stable isotope 48Ca has been a major tool to produce extremely
neutron-rich nuclei up to ./V~28 by the projectile fragmentation reaction. In the most
recent work using the RIPS [10], where the 38Mg and 41A1 isotopes were discovered, r-he
beam intensity was about 4 pnA. A high intensity beam of 140 pnA at its maximum
has been recently realized via a new acceleration scheme at RIKEN, whore the newly
developed linear accelerator complex of the RFQ+RILAC+CSM was used as an injector
to the RIKEN Ring Cyclotron. By using this intense 48Ca beam, an experiment searching
for new isotopes has been recently performed [11].

As a result of the experiment, the heaviest isotopes of Ne, Na and Si have been
extended to 34Ne, 37Na and 43Si, and particle instability of 33Ne, 36Na and 39Mg has
been found, as shown in Fig. 1. Compared with the theoretical predictions, the particle
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Figure 1: Two dimensional A/Z versus Z plot, which was obtained in the reaction oi
the 48Ca beam at 64A MeV on a 336 mg/cm2 tantalum target [11]. (a) was obtained at
the 40Mg Bp setting and (b) at the 43Si setting. The integrated beam intensities for the
two settings are 6.9xlO16 and 1.7xlO15 particles, respectively. The new isotopes, 34Ne,
37Na and 43Si, are cleary separated and visible. No events associated with 33Ne, 36Na and
39'40Mg, were obtained. By estimating the expected yields, we found that 33Ne, 36Na and
39Mg are particle unbound. The expected yield for 40Mg was about 0.3 events. Therefore,
the question whether 40Mg is particle bound or not is left for a future attempt with a
higher luminosity.

stability found for 43Si may be attributed to a deformation effect at iV==28 [11].

3 RIBF project

Research activities for more neutron-rich and more heavier nuclei are being extended at
RIBF. According to the performances of primary beams at RARF, the efficient produc-
tions for RI beams are limited up to Z<30. In a higher Z region, many subjects in terms
of extremely high-isospin asymmetry are remaining; for instance, the nuclear structure at
the magic numbers as well as the collectivity, the dynamical aspects of nuclear matters
with the neutron skins, and the nuclear astrophysics, especially for the r-process path.
The RIBF project aims to proceed to such new domains of the nuclear chart.

To realize the wide dynamic-range of available RI beams over the nuclear chart needs
more powerful primary beams than at the present facility. To achieve high performances
for primary beams, new ring cyclotrons, IRC and SRC, are to be built as post accelerators
of the existing ring cyclotron RRC [2]. The heavy-ion beams accelerated at SRC are to be
used for RI beam productions via not only the projectile fragmentation reaction but also
the fission reaction of U beams. The choice of the fission reaction with 238U is essential
for RI productions around 78Ni.

Fragments of interest are collected and separated at fragment separators, called "Big-
RIPS" [2]. RI beams produced at Big-RIPS's are delivered to experiments. The Big-RIPS
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has a cascade configuration of two double-achromatic spectrometers with momentum
dispersive focal planes. The first section is dedicated to the RI production and separation
only. The second one which also has a momentum dispersive focal plane provides a several
functions for the requirements. Particle identification can be realized with high resolutions
on the basis of accurate determination of fragment momenta as well as time-of-flights. The
resolving power in the second is good enough to identify fragments not-fully ionized.

One of experimental setups following the Big-RIPS is the zero-degree forward spec-
trometer (ZFS). The major function of the ZFS is to identify ejectiles scattered out from
secondary targets, and to realize high signal-to-background ratios, which overcome low
beam intensities of RI beams. Detectors equipped around the targets, such as gamma-ray
detectors and detectors for recoil-out particles, serve as spectroscopy devices, and bring
out unique information on the nuclear structure.

4 Summary

The exotic properties of very neutron-rich nuclei at N=20~28 have been observed on the
basis of the high luminosity obtained at RIPS as well as the newly developed spect roseopic
technique. The energies of low excited states and J3(E2) value for 34Mg were observed
and obtained via the in-beam gamma spectroscopy with the RI beam fragmentation and
the intermediate energy Coulomb excitation method. The energy of the first excited state
of 30Ne was determined in the proton in-elastic scattering. These results suggest that
34Mg has a larger deformation than 32Mg, and ^Ne has the same degree of deformation
as 32Mg. The particle stability of 34Ne, 37Na and 43Si and the particle instability of
33Ne, 36Na and 39Mg were shown by the experiment using a high-intensity 48Ca beam.
The further investigation for more neutron-rich and heavier isotopes will be performed at
RIBF.

This work described here represents the efforts of many people, whom I have tried to
adequately reference. In particular, most of the experiments presented here have been
performed in collaboration with Univ. of Tokyo, Rikkyo University and RIKEN.
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